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INTRODUCTION 

It is considered that the land tax during Han times was the lightest among 
the land taxes levied by successive Chinese dynasties and was greatly different 
frome those in later years in that it was levied at a fixed rate. Was it really so? 
The land tax in the Han period, also, is generally considered to have been a 
tax on agricultural income, since it was the tax levied upon peasants. What 
sort of tax was it exactly? In examining the characterist~cs of the land tax in the 
Han period, we have to consider such questions as who paid the tax, and the 
pattern of land ownership existing between the state and the people. It would 
also be necessary to go into the question of the form of agriculture in the Han 
period, i.e., which form was more predominant, owner cultivation and landlord 
cultivation, or slave cultivation and tenant cultivation. It would again be 
necessary to take into consideration the question of chia 1~ or tenancy of land 
in order to define the characteristics of the land tax. Our attention is called to 
the fact that in Han times the burden of the land tax was extremely low, com
pared with chia 1~ of land (i.e., rents paid by tenant peasants) at the time and 
the land tax in later years. It would be inappropriate to discuss the degree of 
burden of the land tax alone; it must be grasped in the context of the taxes and 
corvee duty borne by peasants in each period. The Han land tax, whatever 
name or form it might have taken, seems to have been levied per mou ~ at a 
fixed rate. In this respect we must clarify how land was measured, how it was 
graded, and how the tax amount was determined. Along with these questions 
we must also find out how tax relief at the time of natural calamities was ·carried 
out. In the early Han period there was the system of special tax exemption, 
and after Emperor Yiian 5f;,m the 'four-tenths tax relief system' 1tlm3U11.tU. 
After Emperor Ho ;¥0,m there were such' systems as the 'fifty percent reduc
tion' Jr~~iitu, the 'dismissal of the Three Lords' ~0ffi:§i and the 'tax 
reduction by Circuit Inspectors in the time of natural calamities' wU5e.~:§i. 
More fundamentally, we have to deal with the question of the social fac
tors which made these tax relief measures necessary. 
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Section 1 - Land Tax Rate 

After the unification of the empire by Kao-tsu r§:!@3., the land tax was re
duced from the rate of the previous era to one-fifteenth of the harvest. How
ever, afterwards, the tax was slightly increased, to go back again to the level of 
one-fifteenth after the accession to the throne of Emperor Hui ~'ff.I. In order 
to promote agriculture, Emperor W,en )t'ff.f adopted the policy of laying em
phasis upon agricult?re and accumulation of millet recommended by Chia I 
~m and another policy proposed by Ch'ao Ts'o t~ of giving title to those 
who contributed millet to the government. At the same time, he reduced the 
land tax, and in the twelfth year of his reign the tax was reduced by half, and 
was entirely eliminated in the following year. But this measure was short-lived. 
When Emperor Ching ~'ff.I ascended the throne, he decided to levy half of the 
former tax on land, i.e., one-thirtieth of the harvest, and this became a fixed 
policy. In the early years of the restoration of Later Han, one-tenth land tax 
was levied because of military necessities. After the empire became more stabil
ized, the tax rate, however, went back to the level of one-thirtieth in the sixth 
year of Chien-wu ~jt of Emperor Kuang-wu :3/tfft'ff.f, to be followed by successive 
emperors. To the land tax, there was an additional tax called 'straw tax' fif;l. 
It was paid in straw, but its amount is not known. 

Thus the land tax in Han times became one-thirtieth of the harvest since 
the time of Emperor Ching of Former Han. However, in actually levying the 
tax, officials did not go through the troublesome procedure of determining the 
tax amount by investigating the amount of harvest every year. They calculated 
an average yield per mou beforehand, and they used one-thirtieth of it as the . 
fixed basis of the land tax. Based upon the tax per mou and the size of land 
owned by each person, the total tax on his land was arrived at. This is apparent 
from the criticism made by the literati in Chapter Wei-t'ung *ii• (Undevel
oped Wealth) of the Yen~t'ieh-lun mm~i (Salt and Iron Discourses): 

"Though the peasants are taxed but one-thirtieth, the rate is based upon 
mou. Thus in good years when the grain lies about in abundance, the 
actual exaction would be too small, while in bad years with famine ram
pant, the full stipulated amount would be demanded." S:fift:::+, fm.D-J~ilt{ 
lli~- ~~~*~•, rm¥~z, ~~M~, rm~*~-

Their criticism is based upon a quotation from Lung-tzu fl-=f in Chapter T'eng 
Wen-kung ~x0-• (Duke Wen of T',eng) of the M,eng-tzu 1ii:-=f (Works of 
Mencius): 

"Lung-tzu says that for regulating the lands, there is no better system than 
that of mutual aid, and none which is not better than that of taxing. By 
the tax system, the regular amount was fixed by taking the average of 
several years. In good years when the grain lies about in abundance, much 
might be taken without its being oppressive, and the actual exaction would 
be too small. But in bad years, the produce being not sufficient to repay 
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the manuring of the fields, this system still requires the taking of the full 
amount." y5j:-fu~~JR.§;b, ~1'~1Rffei:. ~~&~zi:j=it):ffl;1ft, ~iU.ft*~~' 
~~z, W1'a~, ~¥~z, ~::¥-~rnw1'~, ~~~~~-

Lung-tzu pointed out that in accordance with the system of levying fixed amount 
called kung-fa ffei:1:t, officials exacted a fixed amount regardless of harvest without 
considering the peasants' ability to pay. He argued that it was the worst method 
of taxation. The words of the literati recorded in the Yen-t'ieh-lun also pointed 
out that in principle the Han land tax was to be levied on the basis of a fixed 
percentage of harvest, but that in practice it was exacted according to a fixed 
amount. They criticized the irrationality of determining the tax amount on 
the basis of mou or acreage without regard to the amount of harvest. (The fore
going has been clarified by Torao· Yoshida sffirefti in his Ry6-Kan Sozei no 
Kenkyu ~~~:¥.JHJtO)uJfJ'C or A Study of Tax in Former and Later Han.) 

Section 2 - Measuring of Mou 

If the Han land tax was thus based upon a fixed amount per mou and the 
total tax for each peasant was calculated in accordance with the number of mou 
he owned, each peasant's holding, which constituted the basis for the calculation 
of tax on land, had to be grasped as accurately as possible. We read in the 
Annals of Emperor Kuang-wu :Yt~'rf.i of Hou Han-shu {&ibt•: 

"In the sixth month of the fifteenth year of Chien-wu, an imperial edict 
was issued to the chou HI (districts) and chiln W (prefectures), ordering 
(their officials) to examine the number of mou cultivated and to take a 
census of the number and age of the people in households." (~Jf.t) +.n::¥ 
· · · · · · n ff (~'¥-) · · · · · · ~ T fM tl3, t:ft IU! ffi ~~».Po::¥ *13. 

This was because the government had no accurate knowledge of the size of 
cultivated land and the number and age of the peasant population, which 
served as the basis for the land tax, corvee duty, poll tax, etc., as we read in the 
Biography of Liu Lung JU~ of the Hou Han-shu., Bk. 52: 

" ..... at this time, much of the cultivated land of the empire was barren 
. and there were fluctuations in the (reported) number of households, people 

and their ages." :i:~. XT~ffi, ~1'J~ij(, JZ.J=f P::¥¥2, 1L~:tt1i. 
For this reason, Emperor Kuang-wu issued his edict to the districts and prefec
tures all over the empire to make an accurate survey of agricultural land, num
ber of households and ages of the people. Surprisingly, the result of the survey 
was as follows: 

"Circuit inspectors and prefects are not fair in many cases. They gave 
favourable treatment to the influential people and were aggressive towards 
the poor. All the people bitterly complained, and they obstructed the 
inspector's path and cried out loudly." *rj.5e.,:;t;y, ~1'.If~. ~fl~~iEt, ~ 
.!UIHJ§. stt~l~, ~~~IJSf. (Biography of Liu Lung, ibid.) 

It was also stated: 
"Circuit inspectors reported to crafty schemes in many cases, and were not 
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faithfully carrying out their duties. In the name of measurement of the 
cultivated land, they summoned the peasants to the middle of the land (so 
that they would not interrupt. the survey), and even a hut was included in 
the cultivated land.. People I in the villages obstructed the path of the 
inspectors and lamented." :WIJ~, ~afF:i:5, .::f~Jrtt{, 1UPJ~EBa:g, ~AES 
i:p, #~iUi. ![~~A, ~iftWrrf~. (Tung-kuan Han-chi J!ff?J~~c cited in 
an annotation for the entry for the ninth month of the sixteenth year 
of Chin-wu, Annals of Emperor Kuang-wu, ibid.) 

This passage shows that because of injustices done by local officials, no fair or 
appropriate survey of agricultural land was carried out. In the entry for the 
ninth month of the sixteenth year of Chien-wu, Annals of Emperor Kuang-wu, 
Hou Han-shu) we read: 

"Chang Chi mi&, governor of Ho-nan MF-r-:ir and more than ten heads 
of various prefectures were imprisoned on the change of incorrect sur
vey of land, and died." Mi¥:ir~1&1Hil'W~--tfiA, fil~EB.::fJr, ~-r3W\%, 

This shows that they were severely punished because they were not faithful in 
survey of land. However, since land survey was directly related to levying of 
land tax, it more or less brought about corruption of officials, and it was un
avoidable for them to end up as 'unfaithful' .::fJr in most of the cases. In the 
Biography of Liu Pan ~j~fl/J. of Hpu Han-shu) Bk. 69, we read that he made a 
recommendation to Emperor Ming ~,m in the eleventh year of Yung-p'ing 7](.'Sf. 
In the recommendation, Liu Pan said: 

"Due to cow pox and drought, the prefectures and kingdoms lost many of 
cultivated land. Therefore, an imperial edict was issued to promote culti
vation and. increase the number of mou for the benefit of the people. 
However, all the officials wanted to overestimate the land under cultivation, 
and claimed even the uncultivated area to be under cultivation in order 
to tax it. It is recommended that circuit inspectors and officials ranked at 
two-thousand-piculs =:=t;fi (i.e., prefects) be told to carry out measurement 
of land faithfully. If they falsified the number of mou as though it has 
increased, they shall be punished in the same manner as though they 
deprived the peasants of their land." W~, PJ4£:bklj!~EB~fi. !j(~?[§fJ]i\{fi, 
~~~~~a~~- w~•~rn~~~~, ~~.::fmz~~~am. ~$~~~= 
=tEm~~•- ~~~~, ~~w•rn~P-

In the Biography, it is stated that Emperor Ming adopted his advice. As written 
in the aforementioned Tung-kuan Han-chi that the local officials even measured 
huts in the fields as a part of cultivated land, these local officials made false 
reports by including even uncultivated plots as cultivated ones. They tried to 
increase land tax so that they could boast their records or garner personal gains. 
It is also clear from the above-mentioned Biography of Liu Lung that these 
local officials .were in collusion with the influential people in the countryside 
and gave favourable treatment to them, but were aggressive towards the power
less poor. 
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Section 3 - Taxpayers 

We must take note of the fact that the levying of land tax was limited to 

the land actually under cultivation. The 'grass land' ~EE or uncultivated land 

was not an object for taxation; only k'en-t'ien ~EE or cultivated land was taxed. 

This was quite clear from the imperial edict of Emperor Kuang-wu of Later 

Han, which was issued in the sixth year of Chien-wu, ordering the resumption 

of old one-thirtieth: 
"Prefectures and kingdoms shall collect tax on chien-t'ien Je.EB at the rate 

of one-thirtieth (of harvest) as in the old system." ;\t45'Wmll>lJe.EBfll., .=:-tfJt 
-tmlH!rU. 

'Chien-t'ien' was none other than the presently cultivated land. If the land 

tax was to be levied on the land which was actually under cultivation with profits 

being derived from it, the Han land tax sounds as if it were a tax upon agricul

tural income. Nevertheless, the actual taxpayers were owners of the agricultural 

land, and even though the land was cultivated by 'tenant peasants' 1~1'F~, the 

land tax was levied upon the landowners, not directly upon tenant peasants. 

This point is evident in the statement in the Han-chi ~ire. made by Hsun Yueh 

IH~ of Later Han, who was discussing the tax exemption in the thirteenth year 

of Emperor W,en of Former Han. Hsun Yueh said: 

"In old days, the tax rate was one-tenth and was considered to be the norm. 

It is too little that one-hundredth is levied by the present Han House. How

ever, the influential and rich people accumulate land more and more, and 

they collect tax (i.e., rent from their tenarit peasants) at the rate of two

thirds (of harvest). The government collects he one-hundredth tax, while 

the people (i.e., landlords) exact the two-thirds tax (from their tenant 

peasants). The government is more benevolent than in previous three 

dynasties, and the exploitation by the rich landlords is more severe than 

that by the fallen Ch'in ~- This goes to show that the benevolence of 

the emperor is not disseminated among ,the common people and its benefit 

is shared only by the powerful landlords. If the tax is to be eliminated 

with no correction of abuse, it would only help the rich." 1i"*1t-rmf3t, PJ 

-~TZ~~~- ~-~~~-rmm, %~-~- ~-~*A~EE~%, M;itM* 
~-~ll>l~-zm, ~ll>l*~ZM. ~~2••~2rt, -~2&M~~-- ~~ -~~, ~-%~•~~- ~~~;it*rm~~mm, ~~~-~~-

The argument of Hsun Yueh that the benefit of tax exemption carried out by 

Emperor W,en was enjoyed only by the rich who owned land as landlords, and 

not by the poor tenant peasants who cultivate landlords' land, paying the two

thirds of harvest as rent, is based upon the view that there was already amalgama

tion and concentration of land during the reign of Emperor Wen of Former 

Han, and that the possession of land by landlords became predominant form 

of land ownership. Hsun Yueh seems to have been misunderstood about the 

extent of concentration of land, but it must have been a self-evident fact that 
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the tax on land was levied upon those who owned the land and not upon the 
tenant peasants. 

Section 4 - Land Ownership in Han Times 
It was mainly after the reign of Emperor Wu of Former Han that the 

amalgamation and concentration of land became pronounced and the stratifi
cation of the peasantry became intensified. It is considered that in the early 
Han period prior to the reign of Emperor Wu, small scale owner cultivation 
was generally predominant. In the reign of Emperor Ai :iam at the end of the 
Former Han, Shih Tan @ffl::Pt, adviser to the emper_or, recollected the reign of 
Emperor W-en and said: 

"Emperor W•en the Filial ~)'.Cm, succeeded to the revolutionary periods 
of 'fallen Chou' L mJ and 'troublous Ch'in' Ill~ to find the · empire in 
ruinous state. Therefore, he encouraged agriculture and sericulture and 
taught the subjects to be frugal. The people became affluent for the first 
time, but as yet there was no abuse of concentration of land taking place. 
Therefore, there was no need to limit the number of plots and slaves one 
could possess." ~)'.(~m,, *"t:m11L~~1jli:z;f&, ::RT~tlrL tocr~th!I~, ~rfJJ;J 
fijff,t. ER:Mt3'tj(, *~#:Mtz ~. to(~~ER: EB.:&W<.~~~N. (Financial Mono
graph J\jt~, Pt. I of the Han-shu) 

According to this description, it seems that during the reign of Emperor Wen, 
there were many small-scale peasants who owned their plots, and the accumu
lation of land by landlords and cultivation by slaves or tenant peasants were 
not yet widely spread. This is the reason why for the purpose of promoting 
agriculture Emperor Wen carried out relief of land tax so as to lighten the 
burden of small owner-cultivaters. It is certain that in the early Han empire, 
this kind of independent small-scale peasants was the typical common people, 
and this is the very reason why such arguments as the 'well-field' #ES system 
or the 'limitation of (private possession of) land' ~NEE were proposed. The 
Han commoners referred to as c~'i-min ~ER: or p'ing-min :sit ER;, i.e., people of 
equal social standing, must have been primarily this kind of small-scale inde
pendent peasants. So-called 'direct control of people' },JZJ{i¥J.AB'.'.:3z~c as seen 
in the levying of the poll tax and the corvee duty in Han times was possible 
only if there was a wide-spread existence of independent small-scale peasants. 
Without .it, it would have been impossible to find a basis for this type of 
control system. These independent peasants could not only cultivate their 
plots but also buy, sell, or dispose of them freely. Their plots were subject 
to property tax levied by the government. However, the foregoing does not 
mean that the 'ownership' ?fr~ of land by the Han peasantry was quite 
identical with the right of ownership in modern society, which is a completely 
and perfectly material right. Nor does it indicate that rights of the govern
ment concerning land in those days were quite the same as the territorial 
right of modern states. 
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Actually, while they owned certain plots and made their living by cultivat
ing them, they were deprived of the freedom of movement, and bound to the 
soil. And they were obligated to pay such taxes as the land tax and poll tax, 
and which to perform corvee duty. Therefore, their rights on the plots which 
they owned were not the 'completely private and material right', independent 
of the scope of the national authority. Rather to the contrary, their owner
ship right was nothing but a compensatory and limited commodity right, 
accompanied by the subjugation to the state and tax-paying responsibilities. 
In other words, in terms of the relationship between the state and the people, 
the peasants' right to own the land was equivalent to a lower degree of owner
ship or the right to exclusive use of land. Although the land they owned 
was made subject to property tax, the fact of taxation did not necessarily 
mean that the right of ownership was a right exclusively accruing to the 
peasant. Rather, the exaction of the land tax by the state ·amounted to die 
levying of fhx upon the peasantry for their right of exclusive use of land 
which in those days was the same as property right. 

This kind .of stratified and diluted land ownership and control existed 
not only between the state and the people, but also a similar pattern of land 
own·ership came to emerge between the landlord and the tenant, with an 
increase in the general productivity _and the surplus. If, among layers of 
land holding relationships, we focuss our attention on the relationship be
tween the land'iord and the tenant, it seems as if it was a relationship between 
the landowner and the land user. However, if we look at the same relation
ship with the landlords' relations to the state, we see that they merely had 
the right to exclusive use of their land. This must be borne in mind together 
with the fact that even in later periods in China when landlord ownership 
came to be developed, there was no recognized 'privilege of tax exemption' 
::-fiMtr~;fi. 

As has been clarified above, the Han land tax was none other than the 
rent paid to the state by the people (i.e., landlords) who h'ad the right of the 
exclusive use of land. This means that there existed the pattern of land 
tenure in which land belonged to the state (i.e., emperor). The proof that 
this kind of land ownership actually existed in the Han empire is seen in 
the fact that the emperor infeudated princes and lords, giving them land 
and people and allowing them to exercise their tax collection authority. We 
have described above the state ownership of land in Han times and the diluted 
and stratified pattern of land tenure deriving therefrom. This pattern of land 
ownership was extremely different from the 'modern land ownership' which 
is a right of complete material control of a piece of land executed among 
legally equal individuals. It goes without saying that this sort of modern 
land ownership gradually evolved from the previous systems of land ownership. 
In order for this modern land ownership to emerge, it had to undergo long 
historical development. 
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Section 5 - The Characteristics of Land Tax 

The characteristics of the land tax and land ownership in the Han period 
were discussed above. The reason why they were taken up is that a new view 
concerning characteristics of the land tax and its taxpayers was made public 
recently by Masao Kimura *ttIEil, which I found to contain much I take 
exceptions to. 

M. Kimura published two studies entitled "Chugoku no Kodai Sensei 

Shugi to Sano Kiso" r:j:rfflO)~{i:•*U.±~ c: -tO)~~ (Ancient Despotism and Its 
Basis in China), Rekishigaku Kenkyu ~5t!}Jc:;}f~, No. 217, and. "Shin Kan 
]idai no Denso to Sona Seikaku" ~~feyftO)E8;fil.c:-t0) 1[~if:a. (The Land Tax 
in the Ch'in and Han Periods and Its Characteristics), ibid., No. 232. In the 
former article, he argued that the period spanning the 'Warring States' ~ffl 
and the enforcement of the 'dual tax system' f;{rHJU! by the T'ang dynasty 
belonged to the ancient period in the sense that the. state carried out the 
direct control of _its subjects. What made such a direct control possible was 
that the state controlled commerce and industry through monopolistic control 
of the resources of mountains, rivers, bushes and lakes and that it could con
trol agriculture and the peas an try by managing the flood control mechanism 
and irrigation system, which were the bases of agriculture in North China. 
According to him, no one could escape the control of the state, so long as he 

was engaged in agriculture. The people who cultivated about one hundred 
mou of land per household all owed obligations to the state and were uni
formly subjected to the corvee duty and poll tax, calculated on the basis of 
their labour force. 

In the latter article, he takes up the problem of the land tax, which was 
a manifestation of direct control. He refutes the hitherto held view that the 
land tax was a tax on land ownership levied by the state on landlords. He 
interprets it as a tax on agricultural production and considers it to be an 
evidence of the subjungation of the peasantry to the state. He mentions the 
following points to explain his thesis. 
(1) Since there was a tax on land ownership other than the land tax, the 

land tax was not a land ownership tax. 
(2) From the early times to the Sui and T·'ang periods, what was called tsu 

f]. in the tax system was the production tax paid by the producer to the 
owner of land, or to gods or the state that supervised production. 

(3) As far as sources on the relief and exemption of the land tax in the Han 
period and other times indicate, the land tax was not levied upon a 
certain group of people, such as landlords. It was a tax to be paid by 
anyone, so Imig as he was managing the land on his own responsibility 
as a direct producer. 

( 4) As for the method of the collection of the land tax, the land tax in the 
Han period was levied on the actually cultivated ground, the size being 
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measured every year. The amount was based upon the size of cultivated 
land and the average yield of that land. 

(5) Thus the land tax during the Ch'in and Han periods was a production 
tax to be paid by each peasant household, and was part of the direct 
taxes along with other taxes and corvee duty. The reason why the land 
tax was levied on agrarian production was that agricultural activities 
were benefitted by the flood control and inigation facilities in the hands 
of the state. 

We learn from these two articles that M. Kimura highly values the capacity 
of the state in its flood control and irrigation activities. He also considers 
that based upon this capacity the state realized the control of the people on 
an individual basis, or a direct and personal control of its population. But, 
however gigantic the flood control and irrigation functions of the state might 
have been, that alone would not assure uniform and even subordination of 
the people. It would have been necessary for the cultivated land benefitted 
by the flood control and irrigation facilities of the state to have been divided 
approximately evenly per household or per man. M. 'Kimura himself recog
nizes this, and he has as his premise the existence of ch'i-min} who cultivated 
about one hundred mou of land per household. The periods when such 
ch'i-min existed were, firstly, the period of the Warring States and the Ch'in 
and Han periods in which the ch'i-min came into existence, and secondly, 
the Northern Wei, Sui and T'ang periods in which the existence of the ch'i
min was codified in the chun--t'ien :/tgl33 land allotment system. It was in those 
periods that the state realized the direct control of the population in its most 
typical form. 

It would be difficult for the state to control the peasants directly and in
dividually, if the peasants, who cultivated one hundred mou of land per 
household, tilled the land of private landlord and was subordinated to him. 
Therefore, in order for the state to achieve direct and indivdual control of 
the peasants, they had to be mutually independent, while directly subordinate 
to the state. The population that fulfilled these conditions was the ch'i-min 
of the Warring State, Ch'in and Han periods, and the peasants of the chiln
t'ien land system under the Northern Wei, Sui and T'ang. 

The .chilnrt'ien system was designed for no other purpose than equal 
division of land for exclusive use by the peasants by means of state regulations 
on land. What made the chiln-t'ien system possible was not the flood control 
and irrigation activities of the state, but it was the state ownership of land. 
Therefore, land ownership as a mater.ial basis of state authority was the basic 
reason why the peasantry, who could eke out their living only by cultivating 
their land, were directly and corporally subordinate to the state, and the 
state's function of flood control and irrigation service was only a supplemen
tary condition to make possible the collection of tax and to augment the tax 
revenue, which was the result of the corporal subordination of the peasantry. 
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Going back to older times, even in the Warring States, Ch'in and Han periods, 

which are said to be the periods of the development of private land ownership, 

land could be seen to have primarily belonged to the state. The development 

of the so-called private land ownership meant the disappearance of restrictions 

on the right for the exclusive use of land, and the emergence of a condition 

in which one could obtain and retain such right permanently if he wished. 
The retention of the right for the exclusive use of land came to be viewed 
as private ownership of land, because it became possible to buy, sell or other

wise dispose of land freely as a kind of property. And the right of the exclu

sive use had the value of property, because the productivity of land increased 

to the point where cultivators could be assured of surplus income. It was due 
to these circumstances that 'private ownership of land' gradually developed 

after the period of Warring States. 
I would like to make some more comments on M. Kimura's study on the 

land tax. He states in (1) that it has been generally held that the land tax 

was interpreted to be a land ownership tax borne by the owners of land. 
However, in T. Yoshida's Ryo-Kan Sozei no Kenkyu (A Study of Tax in 

Former and Later Han) which M. Kimura cites, it is stated that the land tax 
was paid by the owners of land, but nowhere does T. Yoshida mention that 

it was a tax upon land ownership. Not only that, T. Yoshida enumerates on 
page 5 of 'his book the taxes levied in Han times. He states that as income 

taxes, there were t'ien-tsu (land tax), suan-min J:ffl (tax on the possession of 

copper coins) and shih-tai ltit (tax on the profits from buying and selling on 
credit), and stipulates that later on the suan-min became a property tax. 

Therefore, it is obvious that T. Yoshida regarded the land tax as an income 
tax, not as a property tax. The theory regarding the land tax as a land 

ownership tax (i.e., property tax) is neither a generally held one nor an influ

ential one. Perhaps, M. Kimura mistakenly deduced that the tax borne by 

landowners naturally meant a land ownership tax (i.e., property tax) from 
the generally held theory that the land tax was borne by the owners of land. 

The view that the land tax was a land ownership tax, which M. Kimura 
criticizes, never actually existed. He criticizes this non-existing theory and 

argues that the land tax was not a land ownership tax, sin,ce there was a land 

ownership tax as a property tax apart from the land tax in Han times. Leav

ing aside for the moment the fact that the land tax was naturally not a prop

erty tax, let us discuss the question of the levying of property tax on land. 

In view of the contemporary relationship between the state and the people 

with regard to land ownership, land owned by the people cannot be viewed 

as privately owned land. It should rather be regarded as the area for exclu

sive and private use. Therefore, just because a property tax was levied upon 

the land owned by the people, the tax cannot be readily determined as a 
'land ownrship tax' ±:1:-fu)yf ~;!:Jt Since the right of the private and exclusive 
use of land could be freely sold, bought and transferred among the people 
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and had already become a kind of property right, the land tax should be 
interpreted as a property tax levied by the state on those who held as property 
the right of the exclusive use of land. 

I also take exception to the statement made by M. Kimura in (2) that 
the land tax was a production tax paid by producers as seen in its history 
'and ~ystem. There is some doubt about his statement that the land tax under 
the ch',e-fa fitit tax system in Chou times was a production tax paid to the 
state

1 
that is, the landowner, by those who used the land. There is also 

some doubt about his definition that the t'.ien-tsu (land tax), yung Ji (corvee 
exemption tax paid in cloth) and tiao ~ (tax paid in cloth) under the 
chiln-t'ien land allotment system were production taxes and poll tax paid 
by the people to the state in return for the distribution of uniform size of 
land. The land tax of the Chou period and that of the chiln-t'ien land allot
ment system could be characterized as rent paid by the people who used the 
land to lords or the state that were landowners. The reason why M. Kimura 
insists that it was a production tax is that he ignores the significance of the 
system of state ownership of land, as he lays too much emphasis on the func
tion of the state to control flood and to provide irrigation facilities. The idea 
of 'production tax' ~m~:;fjt he insists upon is not very clear as a tax terminology. 
However, in view of his statement seen in the Rekishigaku Kenkyu, No. 217 
that whether in the chu-fa B}11t tax system of the Yin ~ period and the 
ch',e-f a tax system of the Chou period or in the chiao-f a t>tit tax system of the 
Warring States period and after, the land tax was not a tax on private owner
ship of land, but was a water tax which all peasants paid for their use of land 
and irrigation facilities. (According to him, chiao-fa was the fixed .amount 
taxation system administered during the Warring States, Ch'in and Han 
periods, corresponding to the kung-fa of Lung-tzu cited in Chapter T,eng 
W,en-kung of the Meng-tzu). According to this view, production tax seems 
to have been primarily a tax on hydraulic service. However, in his latter 
article in the Rekishigaku Kenkyu, No. 232, he states: "If a land ownership 
tax as a property tax did exist apart from a land tax, then the land tax was 
not a property tax. It is possible to surmise that the land tax might have 
been a production tax (or tax on profit)." Therefore, if I were to summarize 
his contention and define the idea of the so-called 'production tax', it was 
'the charge which one paid as a tax to the state for the use of hydraulic 
service, in accordance with the profit he made, when he used a certain land, 
carried on agricultural production and utilized hydraulic facilities exclusively 
owned by the state.' That is to say, it was the producer who paid the tax, 
agricultural profit that was subject to taxation and the use of hydraulic facili- , 
ties that was the reason for taxation. 

However, when he mentions the 'use of land' ±:!:fu1.RJl=J, the question 
remains regarding the owner of the land. He maintains that irrespective of 
whether such land belonged to the state (or feudal lords), to one self or to 
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others, so long as one actually used the land and was engaged in production, 
it was he as the producer who paid the land tax. If that was the case, there 
arises a question as to why there was no land tax paid as rent, even when 
there clearly existed the state's ownership of land as in the Chou period. I 
think that confusion has been brought about from the basic mistake he mad~ 
in trying to separate the land tax from land ownership. 

Regarding his point (3), I take exception to his interpretation of historical 
data he sites, and cannot entirely agree with the conclusion he draws frqm it. 
However, I would not like to go into itemized criticism but only say the 
following. He states that ihe land tax was not collected from such special 
kind of people as landowners. He seems to be strongly conscious of the scene 
in which land was alienated from cultivators and was concentrated in the 
hands of a small number of landlords. However, in early Han times when 
the land tax and other taxes were established, small-scale landowners must 
have existed extensively, and even in the period after Emperor Wu when 
land concentration came to be developed, a considerable number of small
scale landowners, i.e., owner cultivators, seems to have existed. That is the 
reason why tax relief measures in case of natural calamities were specially 
considered for small-scale landowners (to be discussed later).· 

I am in general agreement with his point (4), but I must point out that 
the levying of the Han land tax upon the actually cultivated Jand did not 
necessarily mean that the producer was levied a land tax. We may consider 
that the state charged the land tax as rent on landowners (those who had the 
right of the exclusive use of land) for their land which was actually used as 
agricultural land and from which profit was being obtained. 

The number (5) summarizes his view and I have already stated in the 
above paragraphs that I could not agree with him. M. Kimura is obviously 
self-contradictory when he says that the land tax in the Ch'in and Han 
periods was a production tax, which was to be paid by each peasant household 
and should be considered as a part of the direct tax system together with 
other taxes and corvee duty. If the land tax paid by each household accord
ing to the size of its cultivated land was to be a direct tax, each household 
had to have evenly divided cultivated land and the land tax of equal amount, 
and also self-cultivating peasants, who could be directly subordinated to the 
state, had to be owners of their plots. In other words, there had to be ex
tensive existence of small-scale landowners called ch'i-min. If M. Kimura 
recognizes the existence of this sort of small landowning peasants on an exten
sive scale, then he would have to recognize that the land tax was primarily 
to be levied upon this sort of people. Conversely, if he were to reject the 
existence of such ch'i-min, how does he account for his contention that the 
land tax levied upon each so-called producer household could have had the 
character of a direct and uniform tax, irrespective of the pattern of land 
ownership or the size of cultivated land? 
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Section 6 - Form of Agricultural Management 

In the previous section, I criticized the contention of M. Kimura, pointing 
out the mistake he made in interpreting the land tax as a production tax. 
In order to clarify the characteristics of the land tax, it would be necessary 
to go a step further and discuss the form of agricultural management at that 
time. 

Forms of agricultural management in the Han period included owner 
cultivation by small-scale landowners, tenant farming in which tenants rented 
other people's land and landlord management in which the landowner used 
slaves and hired peasants to cultivate his land. Of these different forms, 
what seems to have been the most predominant in the early Han period was 
owner cultivation by small-scale peasants. At least up to the period of 
Emperor Wu, the concentration of land was ont so pronounced, and landlord 
management or tenant farming were not very prevalent. 

In the memorial of Ch'ao Ts'o to Emperor W,en, recorded in Chapter 
Shih-huo-chih (Financial Monograph) of the Han-shu, he argued for the 
necessity of promoting a policy stressing agriculture and agricultural produc
tion, and spoke about the miserable lot of the peasant households, which, 
with five members in each family, cultivated one hundred mou of land and 
obtained one hundred piculs of harvest. These peasants, who, 'tilled in 
spring, cultivated in summer, harvested in autumn and stored in winter' 

~~' !{~, tlcf.i, ~li, did not stop working even a single day in all sea
sons, but every day worked very hard. Yet they suffered from 'floods or 
droughts' 1.K~z.~, or were driven to indebtedness on account of 'incidental 
tax' -~~~- Eventually, they were forced to 'sell their land, houses and 
even children' Jf EB~ll-r=f¥ to repay their debt. In contrast to this kind 
of peasants' hardship, Ch'ao Ts'o described the rich merchants' life in his 
memorial, saying that 'they idled in the city and bought novel goods' ~ 
~~-, S vh:tfWfff. 'Without experiencing the hardships of peasants, they 
obtained hundred and thousand (of ch'en ~)' t':/lx.ZE, ~{ff~Z:fi, and 
'wore beautiful clothes and ate best millet and meat always' :t{:Z,)t*, k&, 

~~-
This is somewhat different from what Tung Chung-shu :iHPff described 

in his memorial to Emperor Wu, which is recorded in the latter part of 
the same chapter Shih-huo-chih of the Han-shu. He stated that 'the rich 
owned a great number of (mou of) land, while the poor lived on the nar
rowest strip of land' 'il*EB~{ff~, j:~1'.:Jt~z.:l:fu. '(Tenants) cultivated· the 
land of the rich, paying five-tenths (of the harvest) as rent' t1t~.s.1:ZEB, Ji 
*Mt1i, and they 'wore animal skin as clothes and ate lowest kind of food' 
:t{cj=:,~z.:t{, mik:7\'.ltZ.k. On the other hand, 'rich landlords led lecherous 
life without control, became richer than ever, and were arrogant' JTu~~lU, 
™'«{i.PJ*§r§'J. 'In towns, they commanded respect like lords, and in the 
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rural areas, they possessed the riches like nobles' @.1fA~Z~, .m1f0~Z&. 
According to Tung Chung-shu, this sort of stratificati<;m or the phenomenon 

of priyate concentration of land originated 'in the Ch'in period when the 

policy of Shang-yang was adopted to revise the system set up by emperors 
'1:nd the well ,field system was eliminated, so that the people were enabled 

,to buy and sell land' .¥~t=J.IJ~~' ffllffi~Zii, exw.r.:EztU, ~#ES, .l~AlJf~. 
He also stated that 'when Han rose, this practice was not changed' ~~' 

fffi*ex. He implied that Han ~nherited the concentration of land which 

:had been in existence since the reign of Hsiao-kung of Ch'in. However, 

the co°'cei;itration of land actually occurred during the reign of Emperor 

vyu ,and he blamed the previous dynasty for the malpractice. He attri

bt1:ted to Shang-yang the destruction of the well field system, because he 

wanted to make this sort of far-fetched argument from his Confucianist 

_standpoint. 
In the reign of Emperor Wen, the economic superiority between peasants 

and merchants was regarded as a problem. In the period of Emperor Wu, 
the stratification of the agrarian population into landlords and tenants be
came an important problem. Regarding the former, the policy of discourag
ing commerce and encouraging agriculture was discussed, and as to the lauer, 

it was a~gued whether it was better to forbid the indiscriminate the private 

ownership of land. In view of these two facts, there must have been differ

ences in social and economic conditions between the reign of Emperor Wen 

and that of Emperor Wu, causing officials to take up different political prob

lems. It should be pointed out that the problem of peasants versus merchants 
was not quite resolved in the reign of Emperor Wu. It became intensified 
and more obvious to the public than before, and that is the reason why 

Emperor Wu resorted to such authoritarian anti-mercantile policies as the 

'monopoly of salt and iron' .mml\tlf, 'tax on the possession of copper coins' 
Jnt, 'distribution of local products' ~iliwJ and 'levelling of prices' ff$. Pos
sibly, when Tung Chung-shu presented •his memorial, many of these measures 
must have been already implemented. In any case, in the reign of Emperor 

W,en, 'although the people became well off for the first time, there was no 

such bad practice of land concentration yet. That was why there was no 

limitation fixed on the people's holdings and the number of slaves and maids 

they owned' *1f#~zt1fi!ij(1'ffi.i.a:EB2M~~i/!ffi.i~~ (Shih-huo-chih of the Han
shu), as Shih Tan told Emperor Ai. 

On Emperor Wen's pro-agriculture policy ctnd his elimination of the land 

tax in the thirteenth year of his reign, Hsun Yueh of the Later Han com

mented in his Han-chi~ saying that Emperor Wen's tax. relief only helped 

rich peasants who owned land and did not benefit tenants who had to pay 
two-thirds of the harvest as rent to landlords. This argument is based upon 
the misunderstanding that in the reign of Emperor W,en of the Former Han, 

the predominant form of agriculture was landlord possession of land and 
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-~~n0:r;it farIIling. J\ctually, _the elimination of the land tax must have had the. 
pro-agr~r~?I,n effect by bene~tting the small-scale peasants who still existed on 
an extensive scale, because as written in Chapter Shih-huo-chih of the Han
_shu} the e4ict of Emperor v:Ven was based upon the recommendation of Ch'ao 
Ts'o described a]?ove, and aimed at the promotion of typical small-scale 
owner-cultivators with five members in each household and cultivating one 
hundred mou of land per family. 

The extensive existence of self-cultivating small-scale peasants described 
above was the actual basis of the tax and corvee systems of the Han empire. 
Therefore, the rise of commercial capital and the emergence of landlords 
were seri~us political problem for officiaJs, since they threatened the survival 
o.f small-scale peasants. ':rhat is why officials often discussed anti-mercantile 
measures and policies for limiting private ownership of land. In the preface 
qf ,Chapter Huo-chih-ch'uan ~fu[1' (Biographies of ~ealthy Men) of the 
Han-shu_, it is stated: 

"The rich people can afford to decorate their houses beautifully, and 
their dogs and horses can have the fill of meat and millet. However, the 
poor only have dothes which hardly cover themselves, and subsist on 
beans and water. When one and the other are both registered people 
of equal rank, the rich can become a lord with their wealth, and the 
other, because they are poor, have to become the slaves of the rich, but 
they do not seem to resent the fact." ~**±f!JtiliL ~.~~~~- ffiHl* 
mm~~~-~~- ~••F•&~~, ffi~M~m~•••~ •~m~. 

The author of the preface focused his attention on the gap between the rich 
and the poor and the consequent subordination of the poor by the rich, 
because the direct control of the population by the state was the basic aim 
of the Han government. Then, what sort of people were the subject for that 
kind of direct control? It goes without saying that they were ch'i-min among 
whom there was no distinction of wealth or social standing and who were 
independent small-scale peasants with five members in each household and 
cultivating one hundred mou of land per family. 

The small-scale peasants-who constituted the basis of the universal control 
of the Ch'in and Han empires existed in their embryonic form in the former i 
e! or village community. They evolved into existence as the result of trans
formation of communal cultivation into individual cultivation and of period
ical rotation of plots for exclusive use to permanent assignment of such plots. 
It seems that due to the emergence of independent small-scale peasants, the 
village community itself came to .break down, and also the use of plots on a 
rotation basis changed to the use of plots on a permanent basis. It goes 
without saying that the changes in the village and the break-down of the 
village itself could not have left unaffected the control structure of the state, 
which ruled over the villeges. Control of the population that had been 
carried out indirectly through the village community must have been c;hanged 
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to individual direct control of each constituent member of the village, as the 
village underwent changes and broke down. Means of direct control were 
not confined to the collection of the land tax, but included corvee duty and 
military obligation, so that the control of the population by the state did not 
stop at the household level but extended down to household members. 

The direct subordination of each person to the state was the principle 
of the Ch'in and Han empires for the control of their population, and as a 
means to supplement it, the state levied the 'poll-tax' ~Jl[t. 

Positive evidences of the emergence of the independent small-scale 
peasants described above and of the resultant change in the control system 
can be found in the reform of Shang-yang of the pre-unification Ch'in. His 
famous 'k'ai-ch'ien-mo' lml3Hs meant no more than the demarcation of plots 
and did not amount to the destruction of the well-field system as Tung 
Chung-shu charged later. But if we take Tung Chung-shu to mean that 
Shang-yang' s policy openly ~iscarded the old system of communal use of 
land, gave legal recognition to the independent small-scale peasants and 
their individual monopoly of the land, and as a consequence, brought about 
private concentration of land later, then, Tung Chung-shu had a point. 
Shang-yang started the system of 'ming-t'ien-chai' 1:;83~ as one of the keng
chan ~~ policies. He gave titles to commoners depending upon their 
military achievement and gave them land in accordance with the titles. We 
can surmise that land granting based upon military honours and titles was 
one of the reasons for the development of private concentration of land that 
occurred later. 

In any case, there is no doubt that the basic spirit of Shang-yang's reform 
was to place land and people under direct grasp of national authority and to 
give to the state the power to do whatever it wanted to do with the people 
and land. Therefore, it was clearly a mistake, when Tu Yu *±f,t of T'ang 
said in the section on Shih-huo t'ien-chih j;~83$U in the T'ung-tien ;I~, 
Bk. 1, to the effect that Shang-yang recognized the freedom to accumulate 
land by 'abolishing the well-field system, estabilshing ridges and letting one 
cultivate however large land he wanted to ....... ' JR#83, $Uff~s, {:f:i§r 
~Ff~lti:J,, .... As described before, it was very unreasonable of him when 
Tung Chung-shu said that 'in the period of Ch'in, (the dynasty) adopted 
Shang-yang's policy and revised the system set up by emperors. (It) abo
lished the well-field system and allowed the people to buy and sell land. 
(Consequenly,) the rich owned hundred- and thousand mou of land, while 
the poor lived on the narrowest strip of land.' ~~.::f~, J!=J~~;<::'.:7:i, c_x,m
.:EZ$U, ~#83, ER:1iJt~, i;*833l{f{a, ~*t:.ft~Zi'!f!. Pan Ku Mlsfil also 
wrote in Chapter Shih-huo-chih of the Han-shu: 

"Duke Hsiao ~-0- of Ch'in let Lord Shang ~~ ~abolish the well-fields 
and open a way to the possession of hundred and thousand mou of land 
aml hastened to give prizes to cultivation and military achievements. 
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Although (Lord Shang's policies were) not in accordance with the old 
way, still they served the principle. Therefore, neighbouring states fell 
to (Duke Hsiao) and he became the leader of various lords. However, 
the royal way was done away with, and there was no limit to the riches. 
Rich commoners accumulated wealth and the poor had to live on bran." 
*~0mltli~, ~#EB001f1a, ~,~~zJt. i13ptf;ig, 3,~~*ztot, fGJ~l~ffii 
ifUi!f~. ~3:tU~i~{!Hft:Jjz, ~Az~~~ffif-ll, ffii1t~:ltfl!Ui. 

They both attributed to Shang-yang's policy the collapse of the well-field 
system, the accumulation of land and the gap between the rich and the poor. 
They were quite off the mark in trying to blame Shang-yang for all these 
undesirable phenomena. 

If this sort of accusation was proper, the concentration of land after the 
unification by Ch'in must have progressed far and this sort of situation would 
naturally have been reflected in the nature of uprisings at the end of Ch'in. 
However, it is very strange that there is no mention of discontent about the 
concentration of land in either Shih-chi .5eJc or Han-shu. 

In the above, I have referred to the extensive existence of small-scale 
self-cultivating peasants in the early Han period and their origin. Among 
the types of agrarian management in the Han period, there were, besides the 
small-scale independent farming, tenant farming and landlord management 
of land, employing slaves and hired labour. Of these various forms of man
agement, the latter two became gradually predominant, as the concentration 
of land went on. Which of these two forms was more predominant is an 
extremely important point in determining the social organization of the Han 
period. There is no consensus of opinions among scholars, both in Japan 
and abroad, and there have been endless arguments about this point, so that 
I think it best for me to refrain from making too hasty conclusion. 

An example of the combination of landlord ownership and slave labour 
can be found in the Biography of Fan Hung ~~1'- of the Hou Han-shu, 
Bk. 62. In the biography, there is a passag~ describing the management of 
an estate by his father Fan Chung ~:m:: 

"When he managed industry, he did not waste anything. When he 
employed slaves, he assigned them to a suitable type of work. Therefore, 
all these people cooperated together, and wealth doubled year after year, 
eventually he was able to develop more than three hundred ch'ing ~ of 
land." ~l.gl.l~~' tw~?Jr*, ~f~!!!~, ~1i~1E. i&r!~l: T~.1J, MflJ~{-g:, 
~JJOOb\:83±.:::s~~-

This passage means that more than three hundred ch'ing of land managed 
by him was developed by many slaves he employed and vast amount of capital 
he amassed. 

Information regarding the relationship between land ownership and 
slave labour can be found among the tablets discovered at Chu-yen }@%!; 
(Edsin-gol). In a tablet describing the assets of a captain named Li Chung 
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IDf,~,, we read: "two child slaves, being worthy of thirty thousand ,}:©(-=:: 
AL[~•; one adult maid, of twenty thousand j(MJ.~ A-=::11{;; one house, of 

ten thousand ~~NI•; five ch'ing of land, of fifty thousand 83E.~1i•." 

However, it cannot be definitely determined whether or not these child 

slaves and adult maid were being owned as labour force to cultivate five 

ch'ing of land (500. mou). There are other data which indicate relation

ship between land and slaves; for instance, the law limiting. the size of 

private land and the number of slaves one could own, established on the 

recommendation of Shih Tan during the reign of Emperor Ai at the end 

of Former Han, or the ordinance established by Wang Mang .:E.~, prohi

biting the private ownership, the sale or purchase of land, slaves and 

maids. According to these passages in the Annals of Emperor Ai and the 

Financial Monograph of the Han-shu, there seems to have been dose rela

tionship between the ownership of large estate and the employment of 

slaves. 
Concerning this point, Tsuyoshi Kageyama ~rlilifiliJ writes as follows in 

his article entitled Zenkan ]idai no Dorei-sei o meguru Ichi Ni no Mondai 

ni kansuru Oboegaki lW~~1i;O):©(~tU2:cl6 <-- 0~ · -=::O)rp~liH::~fflr 0·Jt• or 

Memorandum concerning a Few Problems on the Slave System in the For

mer Han- Period (Fukui Daigaku Gakugei Gakubu Kiyo /ili#::k~~-§~tt~*'"2 
~' III, Shakai Kagaku ifi±'\tf4~, No. 5): 

"In regard to limitation on estates, these two laws are concerned with 

the limitation of slaves and maids only, and not with the limitation of tenants 

and hired labourers. This indicates not only the connection between slaves 

and estates, but also it points to the special importance of the limitation of 

slaves, as slave labour was an indispensable and basic element in the manage

ment of farm land.'' 

He also states: "The limitation of privately owned land would not 

have been effective without the limitation on the number of slaves one could 

have." If the limitation of priyately owned land necessitated the limitation 

on slaves, who were an indispensable element in the management of such 

privately owned land, as T. Kageyama maintains, cannot it be said, conversely, 

that it was not necessar_y to limit the number of slaves and maids in circum

scribing the ownership of such large estates? Therefore, the reason why the 

limitation of the number of slaves and maids along with the limitation of 

land was taken up was not that slaves and maids were indispensable to the 

operation bf agricultural land, but that the limitation on slaves and maids 

was indispensable for the maintenance of social order and status system just 

as the limitation on land ownership was. 

This can be assumed from the edict of Emperor Ai issued in the second 

year of Sui-ho ~;fo, in which he placed a limitation on land, houses, and slaves 

and maids (Annals of Emperor Ai of the Han-shu). It says: 

"Frugality in expenditure and caution in action in order to prevent 
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extravagance and excess are the first things in government and the un
varying way of all the kings. However, the vassal kings, the full mar
quises, the princesses, and the officials ranking at two thousand piculs, 
together with powerful and rich common 'people, keep many male and 
female slaves, cultivated fields and residences without limit. They com
pete with the common people in profitable (enterprises) so the people 
lose their occupations and suffer severely without enough to live on. Let 
regulations for the restriction of these matters be discussed." fUffim~, 
tJ~nlt~, m~Jw*, s.:E::f®~31t-fu. ffi~L :7U1~, 0~, Jf!.::::·f<fi, &~'i' 
N;, ~iftlJZ~, 133~L~N, jU.~*fU, stt~~, 11!ill::f JE, ~!i~N3'1J. 

Excessive possession of land, houses: male and female slaves was not only a 
serious economic problem, but also from the standpoint of administrators a 
very grave problem affecting social and status system. That is why there were 
limitations set on the number of land, houses, male and female slaves that 
the vassal kings, the full marquises, officials and common people could own 
in accordance with their status and class. The edict by Emperor Ai referred 
to above stipulated: 

"No merchants are to be allowed to own private cultivated land or become 

officials." IA -W::f1i::ii 133m~. 
This stipulation stemmed from the desire to maintain social and status order. 
Another statement supporting the status system can be found in Chapter 

Shih-shih ~-- of the Shen-chien $~ written by Hsiin Yiieh. He stated: 
"It is said that vassal kings should not possess land indiscriminately. 
The rich own land beyond what is due them, and are richer than vassal 
kings and full marquises. This is as though they infeudate themselves. 
It is also said that grandees *7( should not dispose of land on their free 
will. However, people do actually sell and buy freely. This is none 

other the free disposition of land." ffi~::f-M, 'i'A::iil33~~N, 'i'~'.&f*. 
¾SM-fu. *~~-~- A~~rnc. ¾•~-fu. 
He argued that in view of the teaching of the Ch'un-ch'iu lHx, it was 

unjust to buy, sell or accumulate land of common people. 
Therefore, I cannot agree with T. Kageyama, when he interprets that 

the regulations for the limitation of the possession of male and female slaves, 
or prohibition on the sale or purchase of them, as seen in the edict of Emperor 
Ai or in the order of Wang Mang, were an indispensable condition for limit
ing and prohibiting private land ownership. Also, I cannot but oppose his 
conclusion that slave labour was a basic and indispensable element in the 
farm management. In other words, I do not see that the landlord manage
ment of land coupled with slave labour was the only inevitable form of 
management of estate in the Han period. 

Since T. Kageyama drew the conclusion that the ownership of large 
estate went with slave labour, he had naturally to reject the existence of 
tenant farming in the large estate ownership. His rejection of tenant farming 
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system seems to have had considerable influence upon the study of Han 
history in Ja pan. In the next section, I would like to discuss the question 
of tenant farming. 

Section 7 - Problems of Tenant Farming Type of Management 
As stated before, T. Kageyama thought that slave labour was an indis

pensable element in the powerful families' management of their land. He 
held that, as seen in the edict on the limitation of land, the limitation of 
private land ownership was meaningless unless accompanied by· a limitation 
on the number of slaves. He took up the question of what ·products were 
raised by slaves employed in estates. In' answering this question, he selected 
passages primarily related to agriculture from the entries on enterprises (enter
prises that had the annual profit of approximately 200,000 ch'ien) equivalent 
to the income of lords with one thousand households) in Chapter Biographies 
of the Money-makers of the Shih-chi. By examining these passages, he clarified 
that estates produced commercial crops for urban markets. According to him, 
it is stated as foIIows: 

"As shown by the example of good land for grain cultivation in the 
Former Han period, if the privately owned large estates of rich people 
were located in suburban areas of cities or in areas with favourable 
climate conditions, livestock raising and cultivation of crops including1 

grains were carried out as the single line of operation on a somewhat 
extensive scale, although not aII of such estates was devoted to commercial 
production." 
He also thought that in the estates of rich people producing commercial 

crops, it was more lucrative for the owners to manage their land directly, 
because of the necessity of quality control of products, of the special care 
needed during cultivation, and of the maintenance of farm implements. 
Also, he maintained that in the sense that the land was devoted to raising 
one kind of commercial crop, tenant farming, which could not obtain staple 
food for own consumption, was not suitable. Therefore, he concluded that 
in the land of the rich who aimed at commercial production, it was the slave 
labour that was the primary form, and the hired labour was used to supple
ment the slave labour. 

Next, T. Kageyama recognized that, in the areas other than these sub
urban areas or those with favourable climate conditions, landlords would 

· have carried on cultivation primarily aiming at self-supply, and that in this 
type of land owned by the rich, tenant farming could have existed. But, he 
said that it was still doubtful whether there were 'tenant peasants' as distinct 
from slaves or hired labour, because those whom scholars have considered to 
have been tenant peasants appear in records of this period as peasants who 
were 'rented' 1& plots and gave half of the harvest to their masters. He 
doubted if they possessed the characteristics of tenants. 
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T. Kageyam.a said that the term. chia 1Wl, was often used in connection 
with the renting of public land to the poor by the state. On such occasions, 
houses, utensils, agricultural im.plem.ents and seeds were supplied, as well as 
foodstuffs. Judging from this practice, he considered that when the rich 
rented their land, it was unthinkable that they did so on conditions basically 
different from. those of the state. The poor who were rented plots did not 
possess any means of production and they did not produce such items of 
livelihood as houses and foodstuffs. He concluded that dependent as they 
were on their masters, they were not included in the household budget of 
their masters. As a concrete historical evidence of the characteristics of chia} 
he quoted a passage from the Biography of Ning Ch'eng $m1' of the Han
shu} where it is stated: 

"(Ning Ch',eng) bought more than one thousand ch'ing of hilly-land, and 
he rented it to the poor, employing (i-shih 1!¾'.1Jl!) several thousands of 
households." }!(itM!EBf~~' 1Wl.1tE.M!¾'.1Jl!licf*. 

He interpreted 'i-shih' to mean that cultivation was carried out under rigid 
supervision, not that more or less independent tenant peasants were engaged 
in cultivation and paid rent on land in accordance with their contracts; 
Quoting the commentary of Yen Shih-ku fiUffl~ on the Biography of Ning 
Ch',eng of the Han-shu} in which 'chia' is interpreted as 'wage for hire' Jijt, 
he concluded that 'probably one could not say that there existed a form. of 
tenant farming which was substantially distinguishable from hired labour'. 
In this respect, he said: "To consider as tenant peasants all the poor who 
cultivated land of the rich is a less justified extension of the idea of tenant 
farming than to regard them. as slaves or semi-slaves." 

The reason why I quoted T. Kageyam.a's arguments in some detail here 
is that he questioned the current view that accepted tenant farming in the 
Han period, and I wanted to review as faithfully as possible his reasons for 
rejecting the existence of tenant farming. 

My personal view on his theory is that it m.ay be true that under spe
cially favoured dim.ate and land conditions, the rich carried out extensive 
commercial production and could gain tremendous profit, amounting to 
200,000 ch'ien a year. And in such a case~ the rich resorted to employment 
of slave labour primarily because it was convenient to do so, and not much 
room. could be left for tenant farming. However, in the case of other big 
landowners than those whose primary objective was com.m.ercial production, 
it was possible for tenants peasants to exist, as T. Kageyam.a himself specu
lated. Besides, it was not merely a matter of possibility alone, but we can 
very well assume that in the case of land concentration, the peasants who 
sold or lost their own land became tenant peasants on their form.er land. In 
the case of landowners who accumulated others' land, contrary to the case 
of landlords who developed new land, it must have been more natural for 
them to leave the land in the hands of tenant peasants. Especially, for rich 
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merchants, as described in the Biographies of the Money-makers of the shih
chi~ 'who became rich by violating laws and committing crimes' 3F¥!~8~m:ii;" 
and 'gained

1 

their wealth in the secondary occupations and held on to it by 
investing in agriculture' .DJ*3&~t )=§7-js:~z, the land ownership based upon 
the tenant farming system must have been the most convenient method. 

T. Itageyama raised doubt about the identity of chia-t.'ien-chi 1~ES~\ 
who had been assumed to be a tenant' pe~sani by scholars· in the past. He 
supposed that chia-tw-che 1\3l1'rtf of privately owned land were of the' same 
character as chia-tso-che of public land, and that as in the case of the poor 
who rented public land and were supplied with houses, food, seeds, etc., 
without owning any productive means, those peasants who rented privately 
owned land were in an inferior position where they could not carry out farm 
management on their own. However, this sort of supposition is probably 
a mistake. That the poor, whom T. Kageyama cited in his article, rented 
public land and were either su·pplied with or rented houses, utensils, cows, 
seeds and even food, does not mean that they were unworthy of maintaining 
their own farming unit and were depe1_1dent upon and subordinate to the 
landowners, as often seen in certain passages of the Annals of Emperors Hsiian 
1f, Yiian jf:, Ch'eng nit, Ai~- and'P'ing :sf of the Han-shu. It was the govern
ment's special policy to assist the poor and refugees in making their own 
living. This is evident when one -reads these passages in the Han-shu. The 
main objective of the government's policy was to prevent the poor and

1 

refugees, whose occurrence was frequent, from being separated from produc
tive work by giving them la'nd, houses and other means of making their living. 
The purpose of the policy lay in the maintenance of security by forestalling 
mobs and uprising. Therefore, T. Kageyama made a fundamental mistake 
when he applied the conditions of chia-tso-che of public land to the chia-tso
che of privately owned land. 

What seems to be the most appropriate historical data for determining 
the actual condition of chia-tso-che of privately owned land is the Financial 
Monograph of the Han-shit or the edict of Wang Mang, recorded in the 
Biography of Wang Mang of the Han-shit, which prohibited, the private 
ownership of land and its sale and purchise. Concerning land problems in 
the Han period, the edict said: 

"The Han dynasty reduced and lightened the land' tax, taking only 
one-thirtieth, but there were regularly required conscript service and 
capitation taxes, which even the sick and aged were all required to pay, 
while powerful common people beset and encroached upon (the poor), 
letting their land out on shares, robbing them by the rentals, so that 
while, in name, the poor were taxed only one-thirtieth, in reality, they 
were taxed five-tenths of the harvest. The rich were arrogant and did 
evil, and the poor became destitute and acted wickedly. Both of them 
fell into crime, so that the punishment had to be employed and could 
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not be set aside." ~~1iflHBfJIE.-hiiH>t~, 11rif~!~]IJ0Ul~tt:1. rm~a':{1H~'.5t 
EBiW1~, ~~.:::::+.1H3tE.-&. i;:M-Mrmi~?f~, 11:M-~rm~~' {JU@fR~, 3f!Jffl::f 
~-

Yen Shih-ku wrote his commentary to the passage. He says that '.5tEBiW1~ 
means that the poor had no land of their own, cultivated the land of the 
rich, and divided the harvest from the land with the rich. ,fM also means the 
poor rented land from the rich. tefJ means that the rich exacted the tax from 
the poor, and encroached and betrayed them by doing so. According to Yen 
5hih-ku, '.5tEBiW1~ means that the rich rented their land to the poor and 
exacted the rent from them, dividing the harvest in half. )9VE~E.+Jl1HiE.-& 
means that although in the Han period, the land tax was officially one
thirtieth of the· harvest, the land tax (tenancy fee between landlord and 
tenant) was one-half of the harvest. The Han land tax was ostensibly a light 
one, being levied at ·one-thirtieth of the harvest, but actually, tenants had to 
pay excessive tenancy fee of one-half of the harvest to their landlords. Tenants, 
consequently had a very hard life, and landlords became arrogant and did 
injustice. Tenant peasants were driven to commit crime. Both of them feU 
into crime and were often punished by law. In the wotds of Tung Chung
shu,. recorded in the Financial Monograph of the Han-shu} it is stated that 
tenant peasants 'who cultivated the land of powerful commort people were 
taxed five-tenths.' wtm~ a:z E8, .W.:fMt E.. This indicates that tenant peasants 
were charged one-half of the harvest as tenancy fee. In the Han-chi~ Hsun 
Yiieh also writes, in connection with the elimination of the land tax in the 
thirteenth year of the reign of Emperor Wen, that 'powerful and rich common 
people accumulate mote and more land and collect two-thirds (of t:he1 harvest) 
as rent.' ~Sl1LA.r!iEB~1i, iliiitr:AM:i:*· This shows that as much as two
thirds of the harvest was taken by powerful and rich landlords as tertanty 
fee. 

Thus there was a payment of rent between landlords and peasants who 
rented their land. If the rent was paid out of the harvest from the rented land, 
it goes without saying that the peasants who rented the land managed it and 
had independent household accounts. If so, why should not they be called 
tena::r.rt peasants? Naturally, I am not saying that these tenant peasants were 
identical with the modern farmers who rented their land by farming free 
contracts on equal footing with the landowners. That is quite clear from 
the edict of Wang Mang saying that 'powerful tommon people were beset artd 
encroaching upon the poor, letting their own land on shares, robbing them 
by the rentals required for their land.' ~a':~~£, '.5tEBiW1M. Also, in the Biog
raphies of the Money-makers of the Shih-chi} we read: 

"As for the ordinary lot of tax-paying commoners, if they are confronted 
by someone whose wealth is ten times their own, they will behave with 
humility; if by someone whose wealth is a hundred times their own, they 
will cringe with fear; if by someone whose wealth is a thousand times 
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their own, they will undertake to work for him; and if by someone whose 
wealth is ten thousand times their own, they will become his servants. 
This is the principle of things." JL*iPL,1¥;, ,gt§{tJJ,IJ!j!rL, ,ffiJJ,IJ:lsH~z, 
=f WH~, 1-iUIJ1l, ~Ll.1-fh. 
Further, in the Biography of Chung-ch'ang T'ung fq:r:lsti%JE of the Hou 

Han-shu, Bk. 79, it says: 
"Since the rise of the Han dynasty, there has been countless number of 
commoners who lorded over other common people because of their riches. 
The powerful lived in houses with many rooms and owned a great deal 
of good land, thousands of male and female slaves, and tens of thousands 
of people subject to them." r•i~~t.J*, tll~,fqj:m*ip~,1¥;, irot.Jf{t:f.Jt§§'g:lst 
:M-, iit~I&'.~- •·····~AL~, ~~IY-:s, •m~!flf, ix~fm, :rtmJur~. 

Therefore, these tenant peasants had some sort of subordinate relationship 
to their landlords and powerful families who had far superior. economic and 
social positions and influence as. owners of land. However, the tenants still 
did not lose their qualification as commoners, and also they were independent 
in managing their plots and household accounts. 

Next, l would like to say a few words upon the sentence from the Biog
raphy of Ning Ch'eng in the Biographies of the Harsh Officials of the Han-shu, 
Bk. 90, Ning Ch'eng committed a crime when he held the position of nei-shih 
~51:. or prefect of the capital, but escaped. After he returned home·, 'he 
purchased a thousand and odd ch'ing of hilly land ·on credit and sublet the 
land to the poor and ·employed several thousand families. After several years, 
he was given amnesty and (by that time) he amassed a great deal of fortune.' 

-~~ESf~~' ~~,§'.;, ~~IY,:f~-1&'.~~~' ~~l&'.f~. 
According to Yen Shih-ku's commentary, shih-tai -~ means that''he got 

(the land) on credit and (sublet the land to tenants) to take (the harvest from 
the land)' -~~J&L-ill and 'chia ~means wages for hired labour' ~!fflJOf-&..· 
Therefore, according to the interpretation of Yen Shih-ku, Ning Ch'eng bor
rowed a thousand and odd ch'ing of hilly but irrigated good land from some
one. He hired the poor by paying them wages, made several thousand families 
work for him and built up a vast fortune. In other words, if we accept Yen 
Shih-ku's interpretation, this sentence should correctly be read as 'Ning Ch',eng 
hired the poor', while T. Kageyama translates as 'Ning Ch',eng subletthe land 
to the poor'. However, to interpret the word chia ~ to mean 'wages for hired 
labour' sounds a little far-fetched in view of the general usage of the term 
chia occurred in the Han-shu. 

Looking up the Biography of Ning Ch'eng in the Biographies of the 
Harsh Officials of the Shih-chi, Bk. 122, we see that there is a slight difference 
from the entry in the Han-shu. In the Shih-chi, we read: 

"He bought a thousand and odd ch'ing of hillside farm land on credit 
and hired several thousand poor families to work it for him. After 
several years, an amnesty was issued (absolving him from his former 
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offenses. By this time) he had accumulated a fortune of several thousand 
pieces of gold." l{ji~[MlB3-'f~~' 1Wl~R, 1~1~11l'.*~ ;l{(~if~, 3&imlic=t 
¾. 

The annotation to ltit in the So-yin 1tUI says that 'the pronounciation of 
the first character 1( is a combination of dii;Jk 1t and ia ;ez by fan-ch'ieh 
ix W. Diia 1( means to buy · or sell on credit (sia ~). It is also pro
nounced as siai ~~- The pronounciatioh of the second character ~ is a 
combination of t'ien "::R. and t;Jk :f~ by fan-ch'ieh.' Therefore, these two 
characters lfit were read as diia-t';Jk, meaning buying on credit, not pay
ment in cash. In the Shih-chi-cheng-i 3::iBIE~ (the same as i-wen 1;kx 
quoted in the Shiki Kaichu Kasha 3::iBifa:::;fgfill), we read that 1&~R means 
'renting (the land) to the poor, .making them work very hard on (the land) 
and sharing the harvest.' 1&itR, ~1fJl.1'Mi~.a':, jJ/ffffii5t:Jt5FU-!:h. Therefore, 

. 1fJl.itR means that the land were rented to the poor, that they were 
· encouraged in their cultivation, and that the harvest was shared by the 
. landowner. Therefore, according to the Shih-chi, Ning Ch',eng bought a 
thousand and odd ch'ing of hillside farm land on credit, rented his land 
to the poor, employed several thousand families to work it for him, and 
after several years, when he was given amnesty, he had accumulated a 
fortune of several thousand pieces of gold. 

Comparing the corresponding passages of the Shih-chi and the Han-shu, 
and the commentaries of Yen Shih-ku, So-yin and Cheng-z~ which should we 
regard as acceptable? In my view, a fortune of several thousand pieces of 
gold (i.e. tens of millions of ch'ien) which Ning Ch',eng had amassed must 
have primarily consisted of his land of a thousand and odd ch'ing, and Ning 
Ch',eng must have paid for the land from the rent which he obtained from the 
poor to whom he rented the land. Therefore, it is not to be considered that 
Ning Ch',eng rented more than a thousand ch'ing of land and carried on 
large-scale farm management on the rented land, employing the poor, as in 
the interpretation of Yen Shih-lm in the Ha.n-shu. According to Yen Shih-ku, 

• the poor, to whom the plots were rented, were hired farm workers, but it is 
incongruous that they are counted in terms of 'households'*' as in 'employing 
several thousand families' 1~1tlic=t*• The reason why the number of 'house
holds' is recorded is that the unit of farm management was each household; 
the mention of the number of households indicates that Ning Ch',eng managed 
his land on the basis of tenant farming. 

T. Kageyama · interpreted that 1~1t in 'employing several thousand 
families' 1~1tlic=t* meant that the work was carried out under rigid super
vision. However, i-shih does not mean work under rigid supervision; it prob
ably means only 'to make someone work'. Therefore, 'chia' that appears in 
the Biography of Ning Ch'eng, should be interpreted as 'lending' Ji~ in the 
same way as chia of other public land and chia of privately owned land. The 
meaning of chia in the Biography of Ning Ch',eng is, therefore, not different 
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from the general meaning of chia. If we accept the meaning of chia as 'wages 
for hired labour' for _the Biography of Ning Ch',eng, as interpreted by Yen 
Shih-ku, on whom T. Kageyama relies, this interpretation is applicable oniy 
for this passage. It does not apply to chi'a (rent) as in 'rich people shared 
the harvest from the land and the poor- paid rent on the land of the rich' 
~~ii~, 53'-EBtW1~ (the Biography of Wang Mang or the Financial Monograph 
of the Han-shu), or to. chia (lending) as in 'lent the land to the pnor in the 
prefectures and kingdoms' 1~Wffi1t.~l:E (the First Year .0£ Ti-chi.eh :Ltf1fij in 
the Annals of Emperor Hsiian). W.e are discussing chia in general .c.ases, .and 
it would be expanding the meaning 0£ chia without any principle, if ,the 
special meaning of chia in the Biography of Ning Ch'eng, annotated by Yen 
Shih-ku, was applied to other general cases. Such an expansion of the defini
tion .of chia brings about the danger of unjustified expansion of the concept 
of tenancy if chia is to be considered as meaning _tenancy in all the cases. 
When the interpretation of Yen Shih"'.ku con.ceming chia in the Biography 
of Ning Ch',eng is held in some doubt, there ,js less reason to cling to T. 
Kagey am a' s interpretation. 

As stated above, it is quite clear that T. Kageyama was wrong, when he 
interpreted chia to mean wages for hired labour based upon the commentary 
of Yen Shih-ku to the Biography of Ning Ch',eng, and tried to apply it to ,chia 
of public and privately owned land in the Han period. Therefore, I do not 
think it is wrong to interpret chia to mean hired tenant peasants. However, 
as I said before, the word 'tenant peasant' does not mean 'contract tenant' in 
modern times, but it only refers to tenant peasants, who, under variou,s his
torical conditions of the Han society, formed a certain subordinate relation
ship with their landowners. They were predecessors of tien-k'o {!E~ .(tenant 
peasants on large estates) of the Wei ~ and Chin ~ periods. The sub
ordinate relationship to the landowners became stronger, as direct subordinate 
relationship to the national authority diminished. Jn the Cheng-lun if,l(fmt 
(Discourses on Politics) by Ts'ui Shih f/§.;@: of Later Han, we read: 

"The poor have to be stooping all the time and could not walk in a stride 
even. Both father and son serve the rich in a submissive manner, and 
volunteer to lead their wives and children to work for their masters. 
Therefore, the rich become richer day after day since they were affluent, 
and the poor become poorer year after year since they were destitute. 
Even after working as servants for generations, the poor cannot have 
sufficient food and clothing. While they· are alive, they have to work 
until they die, and when they die, there is no decent grave to cover their 
bodies. In a year of bad crop, they have to drift apart, selling their 

wives and children." TPR~Ni, $,¾WfR=t@, 713,cr'[g§i, ~JZ$i;A, !5~~~~' 
mzmH)t. trxt;*;;ttiw a M, 1twiH:flfffijU11, ~1i:mJ#ai::fN1R:t{-tt. '.:E.~~ 
~ziJJ, 3tE~lJdtz~. ~j,--::f~, ii!iJtm~, ~~JEr. (i-wen of the Cheng
lun quoted in the Financial Monograph of the T'ung-tien, Bk. 1.) 
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According to this description, the tenant peasants who served the rich and 

were submissive to them had never enough food and clothing even after 

working for generations. But in a year of poor crop, they had to leave their 

homes to drift apart and were forced to sell their wives and children. From 

this, it is seen that poor as they were, they still had independent management 

of land and household, and did not sell out themselves to become slaves of 

their masters. 
My criticism to T. Kageyama's contention is finished. However, since 

T. Kageyama's contention was handed down to M. Kimura and has been 

used as basis to explain the characteristics of 'tenancy' 1&11: in his above
mentioned article 'Characteristics of the Land Tax in the Ch'in and Han 

Periods', I must comment on it. 
M. Kimura took up the problem of the land tax and the 'rent tax' 1&;f;t 

and considered why the land tax during the Han period was an extremely 

low tax, being levied at one-fifteenth or one-thirtieth of the harvest, while 

in the case of tenancy, it was extremely high, amounting to one-half or two

thirds of the harvest. He questioned why there was such a difference when 

these two had the 'characteristics of production tax' ~1lrnUt-Yl~iffl-. Following 
T. Kageyama's contention, he said: 

·"Chia-tso 1&1'P during the Ch'in and Han periods was never to be called 

tenancy. Management of land was in the hand of either the state or the 

people who owned the land, and it is more appropriate to say that 'tillers' 

1&1'P* received (from the owners of land) one-half or one-third of the 
harvest as 'cultivation fee' 1&1'P~. Therefore, the 'land of private owner

ship' ~ EEi was cultivated by tillers, the tax on that land was paid by the 

owner of the land (the person who managed the farming operation) to 

the state, but the payment of the land tax was passed on to the tiUers; 

i.e., it was paid out of one-half or two-thirds of the harvest left to the 

manager of the land." 
When T. Kageyama interpreted chia as 'wages for hired labour' and drew 

his rnnclusion that tenant peasants who were substantially different frol.Il 

hired labour could not have existed. M. Kimura developed it in a very bold 
. manner and made a distorted interpretation of 'cultivating the powerful 

common people's land, (tenant peasants) were taxed one-half of the harvest', 

or 'the powerful and rich common people owned more and more land, and 

charged two-thirds of the harvest (from their tenants)'. These passages, as 

in the Han-shu and the Han-chi, state that the peasants who rented the rich 

people's land and cultivated had to pay one-half or two-thirds of the harvest 

to their landlords as 'private tax' fMi!.. But employing the definition of 
chia as wages for hired labour, M. Kimura interpreted these passages as 
meaning that tenants received one-half or one-third of the harvest as wage 
from the state or the 'landowners' ~ EEi* who were the managers of these 
farming operations. Depending upon whether chia is interpreted as rent 
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or wages for hired labour, its subject would differ (if chia is used as rent, it is 
the land for which it is paid, and if it is used as wage, it is the worker to 
whom .it is paid), and the person who pays chia would also differ (if rent, the 
person who rented the land pays chia, and if wage for hired labour, the em
ployer pays chia). As a result of applying T. Kageyama's theory that chia 
meant wage for hired labour, M. Kimura had to interpret the quotations from 
the Han-shu and the Han-chi by turning them around. Difficulty in making 
this kind of interpretation clearly indicates the theory that chia meant wages 
for hired labour is una,cceptable. 

Why did M. Kimura have to make this kind of far-fetched interpretation? 
It was due to his theory that the land tax was the same as a production tax. 
In the Han-chi of Hsun Yii,eh, there was a comment on the complete elimina
tion of the land tax in the thirteenth year of the reign of Emperor Wen, 
saying that 'powerful and rich common people owned the land more and 
more, and charged two-thirds of the harvest. Although officials collected 
one-hundredth of the harvest as tax, people (landowners) exacted two-thirds 
of the harvest as tax (rent)' ~sm~A, d:iEE!jffi£1i, ilitu~M:::t-¥-. 'glf>(s~z;f}t, 
.a';!D(:::t-¥-z.Jtit. and 'without rectifying the very basis of abuse and merely 
eliminating the tax would only help the rich more and more.' ~~.IE~;ijs::, ffij 
~~l[;f}t, mi[,@.1:)~~sm. From these passages, it is apparent that it was the 
rich landowners who paid the land tax. However, M. Kimura opposed the 
generally held view that the land tax was borne by landowners, and wanted 
to insist that the land tax was borne by producers. To him, the passages 
quoted above from the Han-chi was very inconvenient. Therefore, applying 
T. Kageyama's theory, M. Kimura insisted that the rich people were not 
merely landlords, but actually were the managers of farming production, and 
that it was in the latter capacity that they bore the land tax. According to 
the Han-chi, it is clear that the peasants who rented the land of the rich did 
not pay the public tax on land. But if these peasants are to be understood 
as tenant peasants in keeping with the generally held theory, they should have 
paid the land tax, since M. Kimura contends that the land tax was paid by 
the producers. Again the passage from the Han-chi turned out to be very 
embarassing to M. Kimura. Therefore, applying T. Kageyama's theory, he 
interpreted that tenant peasants were hired peasants, and that, as agrarian 
workers, they received one-half or one-third of the harvest as wages from their 
landlords, i.e., managers of agricultural enterprise. 

As stated before, T. Kageyama's theory was an influential basis for M. 
Kimura's contention that the land tax was borne by producers, and in this 
respect T. Kageyama was strongly supported by M. Kimura. However, if 
T. Kageyama' s theory was an unreasonable one as explained already, then M. 
Kimura's theory has no basis to stand on. 

M. Kimura also says that this sort of cultivation by hired labour was 
very generally practiced, and quoted the words of the literati in Chapter 
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Undeveloped Wealth of the Salt and Iron Discourses: 
"Even though the peasants are taxed but one-thirtieth, the rate is based 
upon acreage. Thus in good years when the grain lies about in abun
dance, the actual exaction would be two small, while in bad years with 
famine rampant, the full stipulated amount would be demanded. Add 
to this the poll tax and corvee duty, and the rate would become actually 
exactly one-hcdf of a man's labour. The peasants are forced not only to 
yield all of their produce, but are even often obliged to go into debt in 
order to fulfill the required amount. Thus are the people overtaken 
with hunger and cold, in spite of their strenuous farming and intense 
labour." B3!ilft::::+, fffittey.{iii~lli~. ~~tl*~•' im~!&Z, !2{[:¥M!f, iffi&, 
;jtJE.. :fJoztti::rM~~Z{~. ~~Az.1'F, tj=r'.5i-J!;:C}J, it;KftJ!;?,}f;f~, wt1\st~im~ 
;z. ~ttstt~~nff, imM*~RB~. 

He interprets this passage to meap. that the common people could not get 
enough from the land under their own names, and in order to pay the tax 
and corvee duties to the state, most of them worked the land of the rich to 
increase their income. In other words, according to M. Kimura's interpreta
tion, the passagei ,i&~im~Z in the Salt and Iron Discourses means that 'they 
could not meet all the taxes even with all they got. So they worked the land 
of other people.' He explains that in order to pay taxes and fulfill corvee 
duties, the peasants resorted to the practice of cultivating the land registered 
in other people's names. However, this is clearly a misunderstanding on his 
part, and the passage in the Salt and Iron Discourses means that the peasants 
supplemented the deficit by borrowing money, and has nothing to do with 
working other people's land. That is clear from the words of Lung-tzu in 
the Works fo Menieius, on which this passage in the Salt and Iron Discourses 
is based. 

It is true that hired labour in agriculture existed in the Han pel'.iod, but 
they must be distinguished clearly from those tenant peasants who had their 
own farm management. The fact that the tenant peasants, who managed their 
own farms, did not pay the land tax to the state is the most important key to 
revealing the characteristics of the land tax in the Han period. My views 
concerning this point have already been stated in Section_ 4 - Land Owner
ship in Han Times and Section 5 - Characteristics of the Land Tax. 

Postscript : 
In 1961, a doctrate thesis entitled The Landownership and the Tax System of Ancient 

China: A Historical Study in the Economical Features of the Ch'in and Han Dynasties 
(Chugoku Kodai no Densei to Zeiho: Shin Kan Keizaishi Kenkyu i=pmr=5ft0) E8ftU t m1:t:
~iJUJjflf 5':!.fJ;f~) was submitted to the University of Tokyo which accepted it. It was first 
published by the Ibundo ~::X:'.¥ (Publishing Co.,) in Kyoto in ·1961 and a revised and enlarged 
edition was issued in 1967 by the Toyoshi Kenkyukai JF[f--p5':!.fJH~'®f (The Society of Oriental 
Researches) of the Kyoto University as No. 16 of its Oriental Research Series. The present 
translation is that of the first half of Chapter VI which deals with the land tax and its 
reduction and exemption in case of famine and other disasters. Actually, it is one of the 
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most highly appreciated parts of the thesis. 
The author of the thesis is the late Professor Dr. Reiji Hiranaka .'Sfr:p~t'z (1907.2.8-

1973.1.28). He was born in Kyoto: graduated from the Matsue Higher School t0u~~~ 
~ in 1927 and from the Department of Oriental History at the University of Tokyo in 
1930. After the graduation, he taught at several schools and finally from 1946 up to the 
time of his death at the Ritsumeikan University :ft~j'§j;::~ in Kyoto. Throughout his 

academic life, he worked on the history of the Ch'in ~ and Han ~ with special reference 

to the landownership and tax system and published 22 articles concerning it. He is also a 

joint author of 10 books. 
The Landownership and the Tax System of Ancient China, which is divided into two 

parts, Shuhen 3::ji or Main Subjects and Fuhen 'fflji or Supplements, is a collection of 
these 22 articles previously published in various academic peti:odica:ls and revised a:nd augu
mented in many places. It consists of the following 16 chapters, of which 12 on the Main 

Subjects and 4 on Supplementary. Here are their titles: 
Shuhen (Main Subjects): 
(I) A Study of the Idea of Wang-t'u .:f± or Imperial Domain 
( 2) A Study of the Landownership during the Ch'in ~ with special reference to 

Ming-t'ien-chai 1; EEi~ (of Shang Yang ~~t9c)' 
( 3) On the Tzii-shih-tiien §li'.EEI of the Ch'in 
( 4) On the Ming-t'ien 1; 133 and the Chan-t'ien 2:il33 of the Han ~ 
( 5 J On the Chia ®' system concerning the Kung-t'ien 0133 of the Han 
( 6 )1 The Land tax a:nd its Reduction and Exemption in Case of ·Natural Calamities 

in the Han Period 
( 7) On the Trading and the Chan-tsu ,:!:if_[ during the Han 
( 8) On the Property Tax MfilH>a under the Han as appeared in the Chii-yen Jig:@; 

Tablets 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 

The Suan-min-ch'ien lf.ffl~ Tax as ·1evied_ by the Emperor Wu ~ of the Han 
On the Ma-k'ou-ch'ien ,ij l=f ~ and the K'ou-ch'ien l=f ~ under the Harr 
The Exemption from Tax and Compulsory Labour, except the Military Tax or 

Chiin-fu -~-A Privilege granted to the Family of Officials under the Han 
(12) On the. Exemption from Tax and Compulsory Labour under the Han and its 

Difference from the Shih-she M!z'@: System under the Chou ftbtl 
Fuhen (Supplements): 
( I ) 
( 2) 
( 3) 

The Financial System at the Time of Ch'in and Han 
A General Survey of Economy and Finance dming the Ch'in and Han 

The Han-shu ~- and the Hou-han-shu 15t~- of Sung Edition preserved at 
the Yonezawa Library *~ii-!'§ 

( 4 J A Korean Movable Type Edition of the Han-shu ~-
Professor Hiranaka was a scholar whose methodology was nothing but thoroughness. He 

exhaustively collected texts and documents related to the subjects he intended to clarify. 
He collated them with those of other editions and quotations in other books, analysed them 

in the most rigid way, and established the reading and interpretation which he believed to 
be right. Because of this closest and strictest approach to the texts, people attach so much 
importance to his opinions. The articles contained in The Landownership and the Tax 
System in Ancient China, which are the result of his nearly fifty years' investigation, will 
remain as one of the indespensable guidance to scholars who study the hfatory of the Ch'in' 
and Han. 

The writer of this Postscript personally knows Pr~fessor Hiranaka whom he admires 

not only as an eminent scholar but also as a friendly, respectable and reliable man. The 
writer saw several times Professor Hiranaka come to the assistance of his friends who were 
in distress. Having read again these articles, the writer sincerely realizes the irrecoverable 
loss which the death of Professor Hiranaka has given both to his friends and to the aca
demic world. (Kazuo Enoki). 


